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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
An organization is moving from on-premise Exchange to Microsoft
Office 365 for email and calendaring. The administrator would
like to maintain meeting presence functionality in Jabber
clients connected to Cisco IM and Presence after this move.
Office 365 certificates must be installed to accomplish this.
Which two trust stores should these certificates be uploaded to

on Cisco IM and Presence? (Choose two.)
A. cup-trust
B. tomcat-trust
C. xmpp-trust
D. cup-xmpp- trust
E. xmpp-fed-trust
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
From the options below, select the benefits of using a batch
token over a service token. (select three)
A. has accessors
B. lightweight and scalable
C. can be a root token
D. no storage cost for token creation
E. used for ephemeral, high-performance workloads
Answer: B,D,E
Explanation:
Service Tokens
Service tokens are what users will generally think of as
"normal" Vault tokens. They support all features, such as
renewal, revocation, creating child tokens, and more. They are
correspondingly heavyweight to create and track.
Batch Tokens
Batch tokens are encrypted blobs that carry enough information
for them to be used for Vault actions, but they require no
storage on disk to track them. As a result, they are extremely
lightweight and scalable but lack most of the flexibility and
features of service tokens.
Reference link:https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/concepts/tokens

NEW QUESTION: 3
You plan to create a database by using the Database
Configuration Assistant (DBCA), with the following
specifications:
- Applications will connect to the database via a middle tier.
- The number of concurrent user connections will be high.
- The database will have mixed workload, with the execution of
complex BI queries scheduled at night.
Which DBCA option must you choose to create the database?
A. a General Purpose database template, with the shared server
mode option and
Automatic Memory Management (AMM) enabled
B. a General Purpose database template with defaultmemory
allocation
C. a default database configuration
D. a Data Warehouse database template, with the dedicated
server mode option and AMM enabled

Answer: A
Explanation:
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